Armenian Currency

The dram is the official currency of Armenia.

October 2008 Exchange Rate:
1 Armenian Dram (AMD) = 0.00327 USD
1 USD = 305.74 AMD

Five Hundred Dram
The five hundred dram banknote shows the famous Armenian architect, Alexander Tamanyan, on the front and on the back the House of Government of the Republic of Armenia.

One Thousand Dram
Yeghishe Charents, the famous Armenian writer, graces the front of the one thousand dram banknote, while a horse carriage in old Yerevan, the capital of Armenia, is pictured on the back.
Five Thousand Dram
Great artists are featured on the five thousand dram. The Armenian writer Hovhannes Tumanyan is depicted on the front

On the back, Armenian painter Martiros Saryan’s painting of the Lory Region of Armenia can be found.

Ten Thousand Drams
The Armenian writer Avetik Isahakyan is portrayed on the front of the ten thousand drams banknote. An early depiction of the historical Armenian city of Gyumri is pictured on the reverse side.
Twenty Thousand Drams
The twenty thousand dram note depicts the famous painter Martiros Saryan and illustrates his work on the back with a landscape titled “Armenia.”